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Introduction: The Coase Theorem posits that frictionless markets e�ciently

allocate scarce resources as long as property rights are fully specified. Our

empirical study investigates how the initial allocation of labor-related property

rights influences the allocative e�ciency in labor markets for skilled workers

within a highly competitive environment—professional basketball. Specifically,

we compare two regimes: one where employers can trade workers to other

employers without the worker’s consent, and another where workers are free

agents, able to negotiate and move freely without their employer’s consent.

Methods: We utilize the NBA as a “laboratory” to conduct our analysis,

constructing a unique panel dataset that includes 3,132 player-season

observations spanning 17 regular seasons from 2003/04 to 2019/20. To address

our research question, we employ linear panel regression models to analyze the

data.

Results and discussion: The findings reveal a decline in productivity among

workers who transition to new employers as free agents, a phenomenon not

observed among non-free agents. This observation suggests that allocative

e�ciency might be higher when workers are traded without their consent

compared to when they exercise their autonomy as free agents. These findings

highlight the significant impact that the initial distribution of labor-related

property rights has on labor market e�ciency, potentially challenging the

assumptions of the Coase Theorem. However, the lack of a statistically significant

di�erence in productivity changes between free agents and non-free agents

moving to new employers prevents us from definitively rejecting the predictions

of the Coase Theorem.

KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

In his seminal paper, Coase (1960) claims that frictionless markets efficiently allocate

scarce resources as long as property rights are fully specified. He specifically argues that

the initial allocation of these property rights is irrelevant. The famous “Coase Theorem”

(CT) has a less renowned predecessor—Rottenberg’s (1956) “Invariance Principle” (IP)—

that specifically addresses this point. Rottenberg argues that workers (i.e., professional

baseball players) will always be efficiently allocated regardless of whether the workers’

freedom to choose their employer (team) is restricted (e.g., by a reserve clause) or not (i.e.,
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free agency).1 In both cases, workers will end up with the employer

for which they are most productive. The logic behind the IP is

straightforward: Without restrictions (free agency), the employer

for which a worker is most productive can offer the highest salary,

and the worker will end up signing a contract with this employer.

If the employer can veto a transfer (i.e., the reserve clause), the

employer must be induced to let the worker transfer. Since the

employer for which the worker is most productive can always make

an offer that exceeds the profits the current employer can realize by

keeping the worker, under the reserve clause regime, workers will

also transfer to where they are most productive.

While theoretically plausible, the empirical question of whether

the CT in general and the IP in particular hold in the real world

is still under scrutiny. Extensive literature exists that seeks to

test the predictions of CT either experimentally or empirically

(Zerbe and Medema, 2000; Medema, 2020). The experimental

tests of the CT offer the possibility of imitating the conditions of

complete property rights and zero (or low) transaction costs. Under

such perfect “frictionless” conditions, the experiments provide

significant support for the predictions of the CT (Hoffman and

Spitzer, 1982, 1986). However, in more complex environments with

non-negligible transaction costs and information asymmetries that

resemble many real-world settings, the results from experiments

are mixed (Harrison et al., 1987; Shogren, 1992; Croson and

Johnston, 2000; Cherry et al., 2005).

While most CT tests have been conducted with a particular

focus on the theorem’s efficiency proposition, some case studies

and econometric analyses have tested allocative outcomes under

alternative legal regimes. For example, a stream of literature tested

the farmer-rancher parable of Coase in the real world and found

empirical support for the theorem’s predictions that agents seem

to cooperate to find efficient solutions (Ellickson, 1986; Vogel,

1987; Fischel, 1995; Hanley and Summer, 1995). Another popular

approach to empirically test the theorem is to turn to the dynamics

of divorce (Peters, 1986; Zelder, 1993; Wolfers, 2006; Chiappori

et al., 2015), where scholars find admittedly weaker support for

the CT.

Understandably, professional team sports provide a fertile

testing ground for the IP (Fort et al., 2016). Specifically, sports

economics scholars have empirically tested whether the IP holds

by examining the impact of player ownership on player mobility

(Krautmann and Oppenheimer, 1994; Hylan et al., 1996; Surdam,

2006; Lin and Chang, 2011), competitive balance (Szymanski,

2007), distribution of talent (Crooker et al., 2019), winning

probabilities (Surdam, 2006), and player salaries (Sanderson and

Siegfried, 1997). Despite the vast array of studies, no consensus

has arisen on whether the IP holds. Specifically, no study

examines the influence of initial property rights allocations on

player productivity.

Whether frictionless markets efficiently allocate scarce

resources is thus still an open question. To answer it, one needs

1 In North American professional sports, the reserve clause was part of

a player contract and gave club owners an exclusive option to renew

unilaterally the contracts of their players binding them to their clubs until

release, retirement, or a trade. In the late 1970s, the reserve clause was

replaced by free agency. A free agent is a player who is not under contract at

any specific team and thus is eligible to sign with other employers.

to be able to measure allocative efficiency, which in turn requires

comparing the productivity of resources in alternative settings.

This comparison is a demanding task. In most industries, it is

practically impossible to isolate and objectively compare the

productivity of single resources like surgeons, lawyers, or sales

agents across alternative uses under ceteris paribus conditions

because one cannot control for all external factors that determine

the final output.

To overcome the obstacles of measuring the influence of the

initial distribution of labor-related property rights on allocative

efficiency, we focus on an industry where workers’ productivity

is highly measurable and production occurs in a laboratory-

like environment. Specifically, we compare the productivity

of professional basketball players in the National Basketball

Association (NBA) under two different property rights regimes.

In the first regime, the employer has the right to send the worker

to another employer (i.e., trade the player) without the worker’s

consent. In the second regime, the worker can freely negotiate with

other employers and move to another employer (via free agency)

without the consent of the original employer.

The NBA provides an ideal “laboratory” for measuring

and comparing labor productivity (Arcidiacono et al., 2017).2

Compared to surgeons, lawyers, or sales agents, professional

basketball players usually “work” under standardized “laboratory”

conditions. The size of the court, the height of the rim, the playing

time, the weight and the diameter of the ball, etc., do not change

from game to game. Moreover, the standardized rules enforced

by the NBA for all games ensure that labor productivity can be

objectively compared. Major “external” factors that might distort

productivity are held constant and/or can be observed.3

In addition, several characteristics of the NBA limit the

extent to which players behave opportunistically and strategically,

e.g., by shirking (Berri and Krautmann, 2006). Various relevant

stakeholders, such as team managers, owners, and fans, constantly

observe and measure players’ productivity. At the same time,

the NBA is the top basketball league in the world from both a

sporting and financial point of view. For example, player salaries are

among the highest in all professional team sports (Statista, 2022),

translating into intense competition between and even within

teams. Whether a player receives a contract strongly depends on

his productivity and effort. Therefore, we argue that the “basketball

laboratory” setting allows us to define comprehensive and largely

objective labor productivity measures.

We empirically test the IP and, by extension, the CT by

comparing the productivity of workers (players) before and after

moving to a new employer (team) under two different initial

distributions of property rights. If the CT holds, we should not

observe significant differences in labor productivity between labor-

related property rights regimes. If the CT does not hold, we should

2 Several other scholars have used sports as a laboratory in labor

economics (Bollinger and Hotchkiss, 2003; Hendricks et al., 2003; Gould and

Winter, 2009; Guryan et al., 2009; Peeters et al., 2022).

3 Although sports o�er a relatively controlled setting for evaluating the

theoretical predictions of our model, it is important to note the complexities

involved. The potential impacts of team dynamics, coaching strategies, and

peer interactions on player productivity are aspects that pose significant

challenges in terms of quantification and accurate modeling.
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observe labor productivity differences for workers who can freely

negotiate with other employers and move to another employer

without the consent of the original employer compared to those

workers who are bound to their original employer.

Drawing on 3,132 player-season observations from the NBA,

our analysis reveals a decline in players’ productivity when

transitioning to new teams as free agents, a trend not observed

among non-free agents. This observation suggests that the

allocation of players may be more efficient when they are traded

without their consent rather than when players exercise their

autonomy as free agents to negotiate and move to new teams. Such

findings hint at a considerable influence of the initial distribution

of labor-related property rights on the allocative efficiency of

labor markets, posing a potential challenge to the CT and IP.

Nevertheless, the lack of a statistically significant difference in

productivity changes between free agents and non-free agents

moving to new teams does not allow for a definitive rejection of

the CT’s and IP’s predictions.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section

2 describes the data and the empirical model. Section 3 presents

the results of the empirical investigation, and Section 4 concludes

the paper.

2 Data and empirical model

2.1 Data and sample

To test whether the initial distribution of labor-related property

rights influences the allocative efficiency of labor markets, we

build a unique panel dataset consisting of 8,078 player-season

observations from the NBA, spanning 17 regular seasons from

2003/04 to 2019/20 and containing a total of 1,766 players and

33 teams. We use data from several publicly accessible data

sources: Rod Fort’s Sports Business pages for the player and team

productivity measures; ESPN and the official NBA website for

player and team characteristics; and Spotrac, which is based on

official NBA data sources, for information on players’ contract

situations.4

We undertake several data adjustments to isolate the impact

of different property rights regimes on player productivity by

excluding groups of observations for various factors. There is

substantial overlap among these excluded observations when

considering these four reasons.

First, even though most contractual changes happen in the

offseason, they can also appear during the regular season. Since we

only have productivity data for one player-team combination per

season, we exclude 1,791 observations where a player’s contractual

situation changed within a given season. Similarly, we exclude 1,571

player-season observations when a player experienced a contractual

change (within and between seasons) other than moving to a new

team without the consent of the existing team (free agent) or

being traded to a new team without his explicit consent (non-free

4 Rod Fort’s Sports Business page: https://sites.google.com/site/

rodswebpages/codes (accessed May 26, 2021); ESPN: http://insider.

espn.com/nba:hollinger/statistics (accessed October 10, 2021); O�cial NBA

website: http://stats.nba.com/stats (accessed February 3, 2022); Spotrac:

https://www.spotrac.com/nba/free-agents/ufa/ (accessed May 26, 2021).

agent). Examples include layoffs, sending players to minor leagues,

and unique contractual settings (e.g., for young players). These

observations represent unique contexts that are not covered in our

research question.

Second, to ensure an accurate comparison, we excluded 1,442

observations of players who played<21 games (out of 82) in a given

season and had an average court time of <3.3min (out of 48) per

game. These observations represented the lowest 5% of the sample

in terms of games played and average minutes played per game.

This exclusion allows us to focus on members of each team with an

ample amount of productivity data.5

Third, we exclude 1,679 observations of players with <4 years

of experience in the NBA during the observation period. Again, the

reason is that we want to focus on established players with sufficient

skills whose employment prospects in the league are favorable.

Fourth, since we compare the productivity of a given player

between seasons, we exclude 2,171 observations for players who are

in their first season and players whomissed entire seasons (e.g., due

to injury). Our final sample consists of 3,132 unique observations,

corresponding to 686 different players. Our results are robust

against variations in the mentioned exclusions (see Section 3.4).

2.2 Variables and measures

This paper focuses on the impact of different property rights

regimes (free agent vs. non-free agent) on player productivity. We

identify this impact using dummy variables for players who become

free agents, players who move to a new team as free and non-free

agents, players who stay with their current team after becoming free

agents, and players who remain with their current team under an

ongoing contract (reference group).6 Table 1 gives a brief overview

of the variables used in our models.

The primary dependent variable is player productivity. To

measure a player’s productivity, we follow Berri (1999), Berri and

Schmidt (2010), Price et al. (2010), and Berri et al. (2011), who

employ Wins Produced (WP) as the productivity measure. WP

connects a player’s productivity to team outcome and is regarded

as the best objective measure of a player’s productivity in a given

season (Berri and Bradbury, 2010). It is based on observable and

measurable statistics of a player, his team, and the opposing teams.

WP explains over 90% of the variation in teamwins and is relatively

stable from season to season (Berri and Schmidt, 2010).7

5 In our robustness checks, we expanded the sample size by including

players with less court time and fewer games played, but our results

remained consistent.

6 In addition, we can identify players who forego free agency by extending

their contracts early. Since we only have incomplete data on such players,

we do not consider them as an own category. If we treat them as a separate

group, however, we do not find any e�ect on WP.

7 We prefer WP to a more standardized measure, such as Wins Produced

per 48minutes—WP48 (Berri and Schmidt, 2010). The latter reflects aminute-

based version of WP. A high WP48, however, does not necessarily translate

into a high WP. The reason is that we assume WP48 to be decreasing in

playing time beyond a certain player-specific threshold because basketball

is a highly exhausting activity. For example, players with relatively low WP

may only be given a few minutes on the court by their coaches and thus
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TABLE 1 Variable overview.

Variable Description Reason for inclusion

Dependent variable

WP Wins Produced Measures player productivity per season

MINUTES Total minutes in a given season Measures the time a player is on the court during a season

1WP Change of Wins Produced from the previous season’s predicted

WP

Used in robustness analysis

Independent variables

L_MINUTES Total minutes on court in previous season Proxy for a player’s recent productivity and importance

L_MINUTES2 Square of L_MINUTES Allows for (potential) non-linearities in the effect L_MINUTES

EXP Experience in the NBA in years Captures a player’s professional experience

EXP2 Square of EXP Allows for (potential) non-linearities in the effect of experience

TENURE A player’s tenure at the end of the previous season Captures the stability of a player’s existing (or previous) contractual

status

AV TEAMWP Average Wins Produced of all other players in a team Captures productivity of all other players in a team

VAR TEAMWP Variance of Wins Produced of all other players in a team Captures dispersion of productivity of all other players in a team

TURNOVER Number of (additional) new players in a team Captures the team turnover

FA Dummy variable indicating players who become free agents Allows to capture the change in productivity for this group of players

MOVE FA Dummy variable indicating players who move to a new team as

free agents

Allows to capture the change in productivity for this group of players

STAY FA Dummy variable indicating players who sign with the existing

team as free agents

Allows to capture the change in productivity for this group of players

NON FA Dummy variable indicating players who get traded to a new team Allows to capture the change in productivity for this group of players

BEFORE FA Dummy variable indicating the season before a player becomes a

free agent

Allows to capture (potential) change in productivity before becoming a

free agent (used in robustness analysis)

BEFORE MOVE FA Dummy variable indicating the season before a player moves to a

new team as free agent

Allows to capture (potential) change in productivity before moving to

a new team (used in robustness analysis)

BEFORE TRADE Dummy variable indicating the season before a player is traded to

a new team

Allows to capture (potential) change in productivity before moving to

a new team (used in robustness analysis)

Independent variables for each player include their contractual

status (free agent vs. non-free agent), minutes played in the

previous season as a proxy for general (or average) productivity,8

experience in the NBA, tenure with their team (or in case of moving

to a new team with the last team), teammates’ productivity, team

turnover, and fixed effects for teams and seasons.

2.3 Empirical model

To empirically examine our research question, we estimate

linear panel regression models with WP as the dependent variable.

We estimate the effect of a contractual change on productivity

using the following specifications: First, we investigate the impact

of becoming a free agent (Equation 1). Second, we distinguish

still could exhibit a high WP48. In other words, a coach presumably is much

more interested in a player’s WP than in his WP48. Therefore, we argue that

WP is the appropriate and relevant measure for player productivity in the

present context.

8 We cannot use lagged or aggregated values of the dependent variable as

measure for players’ general (or average) productivity, since in linear panel

models this potentially leads to endogeneity issues (Cameron and Trivedi,

2005).

between free agents and non-free agents who move to a new team

(Equation 2). Third, we consider two groups of free agents: those

who move to a new team and those who stay with their previous

team (Equation 3). To take advantage of the panel structure of our

data, we use a fixed effects linear panel regression model (FE), as

shown in Equations (1, 2).9 One significant advantage of this model

is that it allows us to capture unobserved time-invariant individual-

specific effects, thereby attenuating a potential omitted variable bias

(Cameron and Trivedi, 2005).10

WPit = X
′

i,tθ + βFAi,t + αi + Tt + εi,t (1)

WPit = X
′

i,tθ + β1FAi,t + β2NON FAi,t + αi + Tt + εi,t (2)

WPit = X
′

i,tθ + β1MOVE FAi,t + β2STAY FAi,t

+ β3NON FAi,t + αi + Tt + εi,t (3)

9 We use Stata’s xtreg package to estimate our models (StataCorp, 2017).

10 We test the FE specification against a pooled OLS panel regression

(POLS) and against a random e�ects specification (RE). We reject POLS using

a standard F-Test for joint irrelevance of player fixed e�ects. Likewise, we

reject the RE specification using a Hausman test. Therefore, if the model

is correctly specified, coe�cient estimation using a FE specification will be

consistent (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005).
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X
′

i,t is a vector of the control variables described in Table 1

including team fixed effects. αi are player-specific intercepts

(player fixed effects) that capture unobserved time-invariant player

characteristics. Ti are time fixed effects. θ , β , β1, β2, and β3 are

the coefficients (vectors) to be estimated, while our main interest is

on β , β1, β2, and β3. εi,t is the usual independently and identically

distributed (iid) error component. We use robust standard errors

to deal with heteroscedasticity and potentially clustered standard

errors.11

3 Results

This section presents our results and is structured as follows:

First, we summarize and provide information about our sample

data. Second, we report the main results of our empirical

investigation. Third, we offer supplementary analyses to better

understand the underlying mechanisms that drive our results.

Finally, we report several robustness analyses.

3.1 Summary statistics

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for all main variables

included in the analysis.

The table shows that around 20% of all player-season

observations consist of free agents (FA), whereas 13% are moving

free agents (MOVE FA) and 7% are free agents who stayed with

their previous team (STAY FA). On the other hand, 8% move

as non-free agents (NON FA). In total, 21% of player-season

observations moved to a new team. Therefore, 72% of season-

player observations stay with their current team under an ongoing

contract. The average WP is 4.24. Players in the sample averaged

1,757min on the court in the previous season (L_MINUTES) and

have 5.8 years of experience in the NBA (EXP). They stay 2.6

seasons with a given team (TENURE). The average WP of all other

players on a given player’s team (AV TEAM WP) amounts to 2.6,

which is substantially smaller than the average of the dependent

variable. This difference is because the team average considers

all players, while in our model, we only focus on those players

who participate in more than a quarter of the team’s games and

a minimum number of minutes per game. Finally, on average,

4.9 new players join a team at the beginning of each season

(TURNOVER).12

11 Formal tests of heteroskedasticity reject the null hypothesis of

homoskedasticity in the error terms. We therefore use robust standard errors

and cluster them at the player level. However, results are robust against

di�erent ways of correcting standard errors (see Section 3.4).

12 Descriptive statistics show some variation across di�erent categories.

For instance, free agents and players who move to new teams as non-free

agents are generally comparable in performance, whereas players under

ongoing contracts typically have higher WP and log more minutes on the

court. Detailed results can be provided upon request. Importantly, our use of

a panel design with player fixed e�ects ensures that these group di�erences

do not confound the results, as we are comparing players’ WP across

two seasons.

TABLE 2 Summary statistics (n = 3,132).

Variables Mean SD Min Max

Dependent variables

WP 4.24 4.1 −6.19 23.3

MINUTES 1,748.31 748.62 72 3,388

1WP (n= 2,804) 0.263 2.55 −10.31 10.26

Independent variables

L_MINUTES 1,756.96 749.27 72 3,388

L_MINUTES2 3,648,118 2,623,543 5,184 11,478,544

EXP 5.75 3.23 1 17

EXP2 43.46 47.37 1 289

TENURE 2.56 2.01 1 15

AV TEAMWP 2.61 0.88 0.19 5.07

VAR TEAMWP 13.5 7.92 1.5 45.52

TURNOVER 4.9 2.27 0 16

FA 0.2 0.4 0 1

MOVE FA 0.13 0.34 0 1

STAY FA 0.07 0.25 0 1

NON FA 0.08 0.27 0 1

BEFORE FA 0.2 0.4 0 1

BEFORE MOVE FA 0.13 0.34 0 1

BEFORE STAY FA 0.08 0.27 0 1

BEFORE NON FA 0.08 0.26 0 1

3.2 Main estimates

In this subsection, we report our main estimates in Table 3. We

proceed in three steps: First, we examine how player productivity

(WP) changes for free agents compared to all non-free agents

(Model 1). Second, we compare two groups of contractual changes:

all free agents and non-free agents being allocated to new teams

(Model 2). Third, we rerun the regression but control for three

contractual statuses of players: free agents moving to a new team;

free agents staying with their given team; and non-free agents being

allocated to a new team (Model 3).

In the first specification, we observe a significant decline in

player productivity for free agents (FA). Specifically, the variable

FA is highly significant with a coefficient of −0.37, which means

that becoming a free agent corresponds to a decrease in WP of

0.37 when compared to the reference group of non-free agents.

This change signifies a 9% reduction in productivity relative to the

sample’s average WP of 4.24.

In the second specification, we differentiate between free agents

and non-free agents reallocated to new teams to assess the effect

of the initial property rights distribution on allocative efficiency in

terms of productivity. At first glance, contrary to the predictions

of the CT, our findings suggest differences in player productivity

across property rights regimes following team changes. Specifically,

for free agents, productivity shows a significant decrease of 0.403,
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TABLE 3 Results of fixed e�ects panel regression models.

WP

(1) (2) (3)

L_MINUTES −0.0004 −0.0004 −0.0004

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)

L_MINUTES2 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

EXP 0.761∗∗∗ 0.78∗∗∗ 0.8∗∗∗

(0.25) (0.251) (0.252)

EXP2 −0.038∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

TENURE −0.034 −0.028 −0.026

(0.044) (0.045) (0.046)

AV TEAMWP 0.686∗∗∗ 0.689∗∗∗ 0.689∗∗∗

(0.116) (0.116) (0.116)

VAR TEAMWP 0.036∗∗ 0.036∗∗ 0.036∗∗

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

TURNOVER 0.054∗∗ 0.057∗∗ 0.057∗∗

(0.027) (0.027) (0.027)

FA −0.370∗∗∗ −0.403∗∗∗ –

(0.122) (0.127)

NON FA – −0.225 −0.228

(0.199) (0.198)

MOVE FA – – −0.544∗∗∗

(0.16)

STAY FA – – −0.146

(0.188)

_CONS 3.807∗∗∗ 3.807∗∗∗ 3.8∗∗∗

0.835 (0.841) (0.843)

TEAM DUMMIES Yes Yes Yes

SEASON DUMMIES Yes Yes Yes

N of observations 3,132 3,132 3,132

Adj. R2 (within) 0.21 0.21 0.21

The unit of observation is a player. Clustered robust standard errors are in parentheses.

Coefficients are estimated by a fixed effects linear panel regression model. The dependent

variable is WP. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

translating to a nearly 10% reduction from the sample’s mean

WP. In contrast, the change in productivity for non-free agents

moving to new teams is not statistically significant. Yet, a direct

comparison of the coefficients for free agents (FA) and non-free

agents (NON FA) reveals no statistical disparity, indicating only

marginal evidence, if any, for challenging the CT’s predictions.

In the third specification, we additionally divide free agents in

those who move to a new team (MOVE FA) and those who stay

with their given team under a new contract (STAY FA). We find

that the negative effect on WP for free agents according to the

second specification, is driven by free agents who choose a new

team. Compared to the mean of WP in our sample, free agent

productivity declines by 13% after they move to a new team. In

contrast, we find no statistically significant effect for free agents

who stay with their current team. Again, however, the coefficients

of free agents who move to a new team (MOVE FA) and players

who get traded to a new team (NON FA) do not statistically differ

from one another.

Our findings can be summarized as follows: Becoming a free

agent typically correlates with a decrease in player productivity,

but this decline is observed explicitly in free agents who choose

to join a new team. Conversely, free agents who renew contracts

with their existing teams and non-free agents who are transferred

to new teams do not experience a drop in productivity. This

pattern initially suggests that players might be allocated more

efficiently under scenarios where they are traded without their

consent, compared to situations where they have the autonomy

to negotiate and transition freely to new teams. Such outcomes

imply a significant impact of the initial distribution of labor-

related property rights on the allocative efficiency of labor markets,

potentially challenging the CT and IP. However, the absence of a

statistically significant difference in productivity changes between

(moving) free agents and (moving) non-free agents prevents

us from conclusively refuting the predictions of the CT and

IP. Supplementary analyses further reinforce these observations,

suggesting nuanced dynamics at play in the allocative efficiency of

labor markets within the context examined.

3.3 Supplemental analyses

In this subsection, we report additional results in three ways:

First, we analyze a different dependent variable (minutes played)

to shed light on potential mechanisms behind our main results.

Second, we distinguish subsamples regarding players’ current

average career productivity as a proxy for skill level. Third, we

analyze the persistence of the effects beyond one season.

3.3.1 Additional productivity-related measure
We consider an additional productivity-related measure to

better understand the impact of a contractual change on player

productivity. We use minutes played in a given season as

a dependent variable (MINUTES). This variable reflects how

intensively coaches deploy their players. We assume that coaches

deploy players primarily based on their overall productivity (WP)

to maximize team wins throughout the season. In other words,

players with a high WP will play more minutes than players with

a lowWP. Inefficient allocation of playing time to players results in

a competitive disadvantage against other teams, which is associated

with negative sporting performance and, subsequently, has negative

financial consequences. We therefore hypothesize that if a player

experiences a drop in productivity (e.g., after moving to a new

team), he will get less playing time.

The empirical model we estimate to test this hypothesis is very

similar to the previous models for WP. Table 4 displays the results.
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TABLE 4 Extract of results of fixed e�ects panel regression models with

MINUTES as the dependent variable.

MINUTES

(1) (2) (3)

FA −49.95∗ −54.02∗ –

(28.15) (28.62)

MOVE FA – – −117.75∗∗∗

(34.91)

STAY FA – – 61.77

(39.9)

NON FA – −27.29 −28.55

(42.14) (42.19)

N of observations 3,132 3,132 3,132

Adj. R2 (within) 0.24 0.24 0.24

The unit of observation is a player. Clustered robust standard errors are in parentheses.

Coefficients are estimated by a fixed effects linear panel regression model. The dependent

variable is MINUTES. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

The result resembles those for WP. Specifically, we find that

free agents are used for significantly fewer minutes. Free agents

who move to a new team, whose minutes on the court drop

by around 120min per season, drive this result. Considering the

sample average minutes per game of ∼25, this decline in playtime

corresponds to the equivalent of four to five games. We do not

observe such a drop in productivity for non-free agents and free

agents who resign from their given team. This finding is in line with

our main results. To efficiently allocate court time among players,

coaches reduce the court time of players who experience a drop in

productivity after moving to a new team. In addition, however, the

coefficients of players who become free agents (FA) and players who

get traded to a new team (NON FA) do not significantly differ in

model 2. We therefore come to a similar conclusion regarding the

predictions of the CT and the IP as in our main results.

3.3.2 Subsample analysis
We now examine whether our results depend on a player’s

skill level and, thus, his productivity. More skilled and productive

players may have different motives and opportunities for moving to

a new team. A player’s skill level may also determine how fast he can

adjust to playing with new teammates. In Table 5, we estimate our

models separately for the upper and lower half of the distribution of

players’ current average career WP (until t-1).13 Again, we examine

how player productivity WP changes after becoming a free agent

(Model 1), for free agents and non-free agents who are allocated

to new teams (Model 2), and when additionally dividing free

agents into those who move to a new team and those who do not

(Model 3).

13 The average values of the upper and lower half of the distribution of the

current average career WP are 1.26 (belowmedian) and 6.83 (above median).

The e�ects remain similar if we use di�erent variables tomeasure players past

or general productivity.

When only considering free agents, we observe that the players’

productivity declines almost identically for below- and above-

median players. The productivity of below-median players is not

affected by moving to a new team. Distinguishing between free and

non-free agents allocated to a new team reveals that, in deviation

from the main results, the productivity of above-median non-free

agents decreases after a trade. When we separately consider free

agents who move to a new team and free agents who stay with their

given team, we find that productivity decreases for above-median

moving free agents only, while for staying free agents, a productivity

drop can only be observed for below-median players.

In sum, the skill distribution as proxied by current average

career productivity does not lead to different conclusions. For the

upper half of the skill distribution, when comparing free agents

to non-free agents allocated to a new team, it becomes evident

that the CT and IP predictions hold. For below-median players,

however, we find some evidence that the change in performance

differs between free agents and non-free agents allocated to new

teams.14

3.3.3 Persistence
The observed decline in productivity after free agents

moving to a new team could, for example, result from

short-term difficulties that players experience when adjusting

to a new team and environment. In this case, we would

expect the adverse effects on productivity to diminish over

time, which would support the predictions of the CT and

the IP.

In Table 6, we examine the potential persistence of the

productivity drop by re-estimating our WP model in season t+1,

i.e., in the second season after the possible move to a new team,

and in season t+2, i.e., the third season after becoming a free agent

and/or the possible move to a new team.15

Results in Table 6 indicate that none of the effects found

in our main models seem to persist over time. Although the

coefficient estimates are of similar magnitude, they are not

statistically significant. This result underpins the above findings and

additionally supports consistency with the CT and IP predictions.

In other words, we find no evidence that the adverse short-

term productivity effects of free agents will prevail over time.

We conclude that a longer-term perspective further supports our

finding and that the short term indeed could result from difficulties

in adjusting for players who move to a new team.

14 In addition to the panel regressions, we ran quantile regressions with

di�erent fixed e�ects specification. Due to the limited interpretability of

conditional quantile regressions (see e.g., Angrist and Pischke, 2009) we also

estimated unconditional quantile regression models (see e.g., Firpo et al.,

2009). Both approaches lead to results that do not contradict our findings.

Results are available upon request.

15 A word of caution: Focusing on seasons t+1 and t+2 leads to a

substantial drop in the sample size since we then must focus on players

who remain with their (new) team for two and three seasons. Therefore, we

see that the coe�cients in Table 6 are estimated less precisely than in our

main models.
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TABLE 5 Extract of results of fixed e�ects panel regression models for subsamples regarding players’ current average career productivity.

WP

(1) (2) (3)

Below median Above median Below median Above median Below median Above median

FA −0.361∗∗ −0.381∗ −0.319∗∗ −0.447∗∗ – –

(0.153) (0.201) (0.157) (0.205)

MOVE FA – – – – −0.276 −0.958∗∗∗

(0.183) (0.283)

STAY FA – – – – −0.425∗ 0.224

(0.222) (0.279)

NON FA – – 0.231 −0.612∗ 0.233 −0.613∗

(0.231) (0.323) (0.231) (0.324)

N of observations 1,566 1,566 1,566 1,566 1,566 1,566

Adj. R2 (within) 0.12 0.31 0.13 0.31 0.13 0.31

The unit of observation is a player. Clustered robust standard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients are estimated by a fixed effects linear panel regression model. The dependent variable is WP.
∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

TABLE 6 Extract of results of fixed e�ects panel regression models for WP two and three seasons after players became free agents and/or moved to a

new team as free and non-free agents.

WPt+1 WPt+2

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

FA 0.021 −0.025 0.118 0.056 –

(0.175) (0.177) (0.232) (0.241)

MOVE FA – – −0.365 – −0.393

(0.232) (0.419)

STAY FA – – 0.223 – 0.222

(0.238) (0.274)

NON FA – −0.319 −0.41 – −0.607 −0.67

(0.295) (0.298) (0.527) (0.532)

N of observations 2,122 2,122 2,122 1,289 1,289 1,289

Adj. R2 (within) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.28 0.28 0.29

The unit of observation is a player. Clustered robust standard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients are estimated by a fixed effects linear panel regression model. The dependent variable is WP

in t+1 and t+2. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

3.4 Robustness analysis

3.4.1 Potential biases
Several endogeneity issues regarding the move to a new team

could bias our results. First, teams usually trade players when they

underperform. If the player improves after the trade, there is no

way to tell whether the improvement results from the trade or

a so-called regression to the mean (Nevill et al., 2004). Second,

the prospect of free agency might affect productivity. Toward the

end of their contract, players are incentivized to increase their

efforts to strengthen their negotiation position for a new contract.

Consequently, an adverse effect of moving to a new team on

productivity could result from reduced effort (i.e., “shirking”) after

a new contract has been signed (Berri and Krautmann, 2006).

In the following, we try different approaches to attenuate the

potential biases.

First, using simple paired samples t-tests, we compare players’

WP in the last season before moving to a new team (t-1) with their

WP in the previous season (t-2). For non-free agents, we find no

effect. Free agents have a slightly higher performance in their season

before they become free agents. This effect, while significant on the

10%-level only, would support our findings in favor of the CT and

the IP.

Second, we estimate our models (including dummy

variables) for the season before a player becomes a free agent

or gets traded. As Table A1 shows, there is a significant

change in WP for players before they become free agents,

but not for non-free agents. We therefore have evidence

that an upcoming change in the contractual status is related

to the superior productivity of free agents. However, we

do not find inferior productivity for non-free agents before

a trade.
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Third, we adopt a simplified version of a method developed by

Freyaldenhoven et al. (2019) to correct pre-trends in panel event-

study designs. In the first step, we regress WP on the player and

team-season fixed effects.16 We use the fitted values ŴPt of this

regression to calculate the change of WP against the predicted

values of the previous season,1WP = WPt−ŴPt−1. In the second

step, we apply our models with1WP as the dependent variable and

a slightly adjusted set of control variables.17 The idea behind this

approach is to use some average value for each player as a basis

for the potential productivity change after moving to a new team.

Thereby, temporary effects that lead to under- or overperformance

are (at least partially) attenuated.18 Results are shown in Table A2.

The coefficients of the variables of interest are slightly smaller than

in the above results, which does not lead to a different conclusion.

Finally, we test an instrumental variable (IV) approach for the

variables of interest to cope with the potential endogeneity issues

discussed above. The main challenge in an IV approach is to find

solid and valid instruments for the potentially endogenous variables

(Angrist and Pischke, 2009). We devise our own instruments

since we are unaware of IV approaches in related papers. We

try different specifications with different instruments that are

all supposed to cause exogenous variation in the potentially

endogenous variables.19 Using a standard two-stage least square

approach (2SLS), we observe similar results as above.20

In summary, the above robustness analyses support our

main findings.

3.4.2 Additional robustness checks
We perform different additional robustness checks to validate

our results. First, we further restrict the sample in the following

ways: We only consider players who stay at least two seasons

with their team before moving to a new team; we exclude players

who play under a rookie contract, which usually lasts 2–4 years

and contains specific restrictions on player movement; we do not

include players in their last 2 years of their career, because there

16 We try di�erent specifications. All of them lead to similar results.

17 The variables AV TEAM WP and VAR TEAM WP (see Table 1) have been

adjusted to reflect changes between two seasons. Results, however, are

robust against alternative definitions of controls.

18 The Pearson correlation coe�cient between WP and ŴP amounts to

0.8 in our sample.

19 For MOVE FA and STAY FA, we use eligibility as FA, i.e., the end of an

ongoing contract, as themain instrument, an approach used by Abadie (2003)

for the participation of workers in 401(k) savings plans. We instrument NON

FA with variables indicating how many additional players a team traded in

a given season, a player’s “movement history” (previous trades and previous

moves in general), and whether a player is in his last contract year or not.

Some of these variables are used by Cymrot and Dunlevy (1987) to model

the decision of baseball players to move to a new team.

20 A word of caution: Even if standard post-IV tests (e.g., F-Test

of the first stage, tests for under-identification, over-identification, and

weak instruments) do not indicate apparent problems, the potential lack

of convincing instruments could bias results. We, therefore, consider

the IV results merely as complementary evidence. Results are available

upon request.

could be different incentives (“end of career effects”); and we

exclude peculiar events such as a new team joining the league21

or the lockout season 2011/2012.22 Our results do not change

qualitatively when using more restricted samples. Second, we try

larger sample sizes by considering players with less court presence

and fewer games played and by relaxing the restriction that players

must be at least 4 years in the NBA. In other words, we consider

less essential and less established players. Again, the basic pattern of

results does not change qualitatively. Third, although incomplete,

we have data on players who resign a contract with their given

team before becoming free agents. Excluding these players from the

sample does not alter our results qualitatively. Fourth, our results

do not depend on how we correct standard errors. Similarly, our

results are robust against excluding season and/or team fixed effects

as control variables, even though each of these effects matters.

Fourth, we exclude the variable L_MINUTES as a proxy for players’

skills. Therefore, we aim to avoid potential bias due to lagged

variables strongly correlated with the lagged dependent variable

(see text footnote8). Estimating our models without L_MINUTES

(and its square term) does not change the results qualitatively. In

short, our results are robust against various sample definitions and

model specifications.

4 Discussion and conclusion

This paper empirically tests the allocative efficiency of labor

markets under different property rights regimes. Specifically, we

compare workers’ productivity before and after moving to a new

employer under two different initial distributions of property

rights, thereby testing the predictions of the Coase Theorem (CT)

(Coase, 1960) and the Invariance Principle (IP) (Rottenberg, 1956).

While individual worker productivity is not accessible in most

industries, professional sports provide a rigorous laboratory setting

for measuring and comparing personal productivity data (Fonti

et al., 2022). Indeed, due to the unusual granularity of sports data,

many scholars use sports data to test and develop theories and

explore relevant phenomena not restricted to the sports context

(Bothner et al., 2007; Moliterno and Wiersema, 2007; Gould and

Winter, 2009; Guryan et al., 2009; Day et al., 2012; Arcidiacono

et al., 2017; Stuart and Moore, 2017). In this paper, we use the

NBA as a “laboratory” for our analysis and build a unique panel

dataset consisting of 3,132 player-season observations from the

NBA, spanning 17 regular seasons from 2003/04 to 2019/20 and

containing a total of 686 players and 33 teams.

Our findings indicate a nuanced response to different property

rights regimes. Specifically, we observe a decline in productivity

among workers (players) who have the initial right to negotiate

21 If a new team joins the NBA, it can pick players from existing teams

under some conditions (the so-called expansion draft). Since these players

cannot choose whether they want to join the new team or not, we treat these

observations as non-free agents.

22 In this season, only 80% of games were played because club owners and

the players labor union (National Basketball Players Association NBPA) could

not agree upon a new deal about, e.g., revenue sharing between owners and

players. During the negotiations that lasted until December 2011, no sign-ups

of new players nor trades were allowed.
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freely and move to another employer (team). Intriguingly, there

appears to be no such adverse effect on productivity in scenarios

where employers (teams) can send their workers to another

employer without the workers’ consent. Moreover, we examine

whether our results depend on a worker’s skill level. More skilled

and, therefore, more productive workers may have different

motives and opportunities for moving to a new employer. Our

results indicate that workers of above-median skill levels exhibit

a discernible decline in productivity upon moving to a new

employer as free agents. This result contrasts with free agents of

below-median skill levels, whose productivity remains unaffected,

suggesting that the impact of free agency on productivity is not

uniform across the skill spectrum.

The overall trend of free agents showing a decrease in

productivity upon joining a new team, as opposed to traded players

who do not exhibit a similar decline, hints at the possibility that

the initial allocation of labor-related property rights influences

the allocative efficiency of labor markets, suggesting that the CT

and the IP may not apply in this scenario. However, the absence

of a statistically significant difference in productivity changes

between free agents and non-free agents transitioning to new teams

precludes a categorical dismissal of the predictions made by the CT

and the IP.

Several factors can contribute to the observed phenomenon

where free agents often see a dip in productivity upon moving to

a new team, a trend not mirrored by traded players. At the heart

of this issue is the significant role played by insider information

and the strategic timing of contract renewals. Managers and scouts

possess detailed knowledge of their players’ skills and potential

growth. Such comprehensive insights enable teams to make well-

informed decisions about which players to keep and which to

allow to enter free agency, often leading to a scenario where those

deemed less likely to maintain or improve performance are let

go. Hence, clubs tend to actively extend contracts for their key

performers to secure their valuable contributions for the future.

Conversely, players whose current performance might not warrant

an immediate extension are more likely to end up in free agency.

This inherent selection bias indicates that players transitioning to

free agency might, on average, be viewed by their original clubs as

having lesser prospects for future productivity.

The analysis of team decision-making closely ties into how

the distribution of match surplus influences player performance.

In professional sports, the concept of match surplus extends

beyond simple win percentages, encompassing a broad spectrum

of objectives for both clubs and individual players. For clubs,

objectives may include maximizing financial returns through

merchandise sales, ticket sales, and sponsorships, all of which can be

significantly enhanced by the presence of high-profile players. For

players, factors such as contract stability, cultural fit with the team,

and quality of life in a particular city all contribute to their overall

satisfaction and utility. However, our model posits that contract

status does not directly affect changes in player performance, except

through the choice of club.

The division of the match surplus, especially under the lens of

free agency, introduces a critical layer of analysis. The prevailing

hypothesis is that owners of professional sports teams exercise

monopsony power whenever possible. However, according to

Krautmann et al. (2009), club owners find it more challenging to

extract a surplus as players’ negotiating power increases. The advent

of free agency bolsters a player’s bargaining power, potentially

leading to a more equitable distribution of the surplus in their

favor, often reflected in higher salaries or more favorable contract

terms. This shift provides a compelling context for investigating

how variations in financial security and bargaining power

affect player performance. The literature suggests that increased

financial security could lead to reduced performance pressure,

potentially diminishing on-court performance (“shirking”). Berri

and Krautmann (2006) test this hypothesis using data from the

NBA with a similar dependent variable as in the present paper.

However, they find no evidence for shirking and argue that

opportunistic behavior in professional basketball is prevented

because team managers, owners, teammates, and fans constantly

observe (and measure) players’ productivity. In addition, contracts

include vital incentive clauses that link compensation to individual

and team productivity. In addition, a shirker might develop a bad

reputation, lowering the likelihood of getting a lucrative contract

in the future (and thereby losing related sources of income, such

as advertising contracts), and thus, a shirking player takes a

considerable risk regarding career income.

In sum, our research has explored the CT and the IP in the

context of individual player productivity in professional sports,

particularly through examining different property rights regimes.

This approach not only broadens the existing body of literature but

also applies the CT to a novel context since previous studies have

primarily focused on outcomes such as the competitive balance of

the league (Maxcy and Mondello, 2006; Szymanski, 2007; Lee and

Fort, 2012).

Our study, while comprehensive, needs to acknowledge certain

limitations in its research design. First, despite relying on WP,

widely regarded as the most recognized and accepted measure of

NBA player productivity (Berri, 1999; Berri and Schmidt, 2010;

Price et al., 2010; Berri et al., 2011), we acknowledge that this

measure is not without flaws. For example, this measure does only

take on-court performance into account. Off-court performance,

such as the social charisma of a player, which also highly affects

a team’s financial success, is not considered. A second limitation

is the complexity of the contractual framework in the NBA and

the lack of more detailed information on player contracts. In

particular, contract duration or the number of teams interested in

a free agent would have added exciting insights to our analysis.

A third limitation concerns the inability to include trades and

moves of players that occurred within a season. A fourth limitation

arises from the challenge that a player’s underperformance or

overperformance could be influenced by various factors such

as expectations, peer effects, coaching styles, and play styles—

elements that are difficult to observe and quantify in our study.

There are several promising avenues for future research on this

topic. For example, a more detailed analysis of the mechanisms

driving our results could be conducted using more granular data

and/or combining a quantitative analysis with a qualitative study.

Examining the monetary effects (such as salaries and revenues)

of moving to a new employer would also be interesting. Another

possibility is to investigate whether there is a difference in

performance after moving to a new team between players who
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received “exorbitant” contracts (relative to perceived market value)

and players with “normal” contracts. Additionally, it would be

valuable to determine whether the negative performance effect is

also observed for free agents who move to a new team with the

goal of winning the NBA championship.Many veteranNBA players

reportedly prioritize winning titles over earning higher salaries.

In summary, this research contributes to our knowledge of

the link between the initial distribution of labor-related property

rights and the efficiency of labor markets. Although our results

point to a significant influence of the initial distribution of labor-

related property rights on the efficiency of labor markets we cannot

refute the predictions of the CT and the IP in the context of

individual productivity in a highly competitive labor market such

as professional basketball. Further research is necessary to fully

comprehend the mechanisms driving our findings and evaluate

their potential generalizability to other settings.
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Appendix

TABLE A1 Extract of results of fixed e�ects panel regression models

capturing the potential change in productivity before players become free

agents and/or move to a new team as free and non–free agents.

(1) (2) (3)

BEFORE FA 0.434∗∗∗ 0.435∗∗∗ –

(0.118) (0.12)

BEFORE MOVE FA – – 0.207

(0.158)

BEFORE STAY FA – – 0.784∗∗∗

(0.171)

BEFORE NON FA – –0.035 –0.057

(0.203) (0.203)

N of observations 3,132 3,132 3,132

Adj. R2 (within) 0.21 0.21 0.21

The dependent variable is WP. Cluster robust standard errors in parenthesis. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p <

0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

TABLE A2 Extract of results of fixed e�ects panel regression models with

1WP against the predicted lagged value of WP (ŴP) as

dependent variable.

(1) (2) (2)

FA –0.356∗∗∗ –0.389∗∗∗ –

(0.136) (0.141)

MOVE FA – – –0.526∗∗∗

(0.175)

STAY FA – – –0.102

(0.203)

NON FA – –0.204 –0.212

(0.214) (0.214)

N of observations 2,804 2,804 2,804

Adj. R2 (within) 0.14 0.14 0.14

The dependent variable is 1WP. Cluster robust standard errors in parenthesis. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p

< 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
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